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 E0 (kPa) c (kPa)  (deg) 
Slope 3.26 x 105 55 0 
Embankment 3.0 x 104 0 40 
Geo-wall 3.0 x 104 0 40 
E0: deformation modulus, c: cohesion, : shear resistance angle 
 
表-2 構造パラメータ 
  E (kPa) A (m2/m) I (m4) 
Pile 2.0 x 108 4.79 x 10-3 2.04 x 10-4 
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Input estimated response 
of Geo-wall body 
Road surface 
































Iron ball (9kN) 
100kJ impact 
Geo-wall 
? strain gauge (geogrid)
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4) Clough RW and Penzien J, “Dynamics of structures,” 
McGraw-Hill, p.80?1975.
DESIGN ON PILED GEO-WALL 
Takashi HARA, Shinichiro TSUJI and Masaki YOSHIDA 
This study aims to achieve a new type of independent reinforced soil wall (Piled Geo-wall) that can be 
substitute for one made up of concrete with similar scale, and to contribute to sustainable development. In 
order to confirm the practicability of the novel structure, three experimental studies with static and impact 
loading tests and a dynamic centrifuge model test were carried out in the past years. Simple design 
methods of the novel structure, which can reproduce the results of the experiments, are introduced in this 
paper. 
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